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RemTech Expo becomes Digital, from the 21st to the 25th September on the occasion of the
RemTech Week! This is the first international digital platform, dedicated to the issues of
environmental protection and sustainable development of the territories.
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An absolutely new tool that will remain alive, visible and usable over time (life cycle platform),
guaranteeing enhanced participation, innovation, internationalization, communication, continuity
of action.
The platform consists of an entrance Hall for registration, a large Exhibition room full of information,
services and technologies, ten parallel Conference rooms, the International Club for the
organization of international bilateral meetings with foreign delegates, the Coffee lounge Alfredo's
to enjoy some moments of relaxation and networking with the specialized community of RemTech
Expo Digital.
All the events of the Conference rooms will be recorded and will remain visible on the platform as
of course for the Exhibition company rooms.
For Exhibitors, internationalization will be enhanced, it will be possible to participate in conferences
and play a role as protagonists, be contacted directly and offer a real "company experiences", as
well as organize a technical meeting and of course access at Alfredos' coffee lounge.
Where possible, events in attendance will also be on the agenda at the offices of the Institutions
which there is a full convergence with regards the definition of strategies and objectives.
Digital Demo in now available online for viewing all the characteristics and potentialities of the
project, the modalities of participation in terms of special participation "packages”, the official
conference program and the Call for Abstract, open until June, 30.
For all information and requests for clarification, the secretariat is fully available at:
marketing@remtechexpo.com
secretariat@remtechexpo.com.
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